Optimal frequency range to analyze respiratory transfer impedance with six-element model.
The aim of this investigation was to assess the optimal frequency range for analyzing respiratory transfer impedance (Ztr) in terms of tissue and airway mechanical properties using the six-element model of DuBois et al. (J. Appl. Physiol. 8:587-594, 1956). Ztr was measured in nine healthy subjects from 2 to 64 Hz by studying the relationship between airway flow and pseudorandom pressure oscillations applied around the chest. The measurements were performed with and without two mechanical loads placed at the mouth: an added inertance of 1.4 Pa.s2.l-1 and an added resistance of 1.65 hPa.s.l-1. The data were corrected for the shunt effect of upper airway walls. The changes in Ztr induced by the loads were very consistent up to 56 Hz with the T-network topology assumed in DuBois's model; the agreement deteriorated at higher frequencies, presumably due to the difficulty of obtaining a homogeneous pressure field around the chest. The fit of the model to the data also worsened sharply at above 56 Hz. In the 2- to 56-Hz frequency range, similar values of the tissue and airway coefficients were obtained with and without the loads. In that frequency range the confidence intervals of the coefficients were better than 10%. We conclude that DuBois's model is valid from 2 to 56 Hz in healthy subjects and allows accurate partitioning of airways and tissue properties. In addition, we present evidence that the upper airway shunt negligibly influences Ztr data and the derived coefficients provided airway flow is measured with a low-impedance pneumotachograph.